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THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY
The Society was founded in 1968 to protect and improve the amenities of East Grinstead and its
environs. The town has a long history and a unique architectural heritage, entrusted for the time
being to the hands of our generation. It should be our concern that such contributions as we in turn
make are worthy of the past and a fitting bequest to the future.
The Society arranges regular talks, discussions and visits. It produces a Bulletin of articles of local
interest and a Newsletter thrice yearly. Its 1969 report on the High Street conservation area was well
received as a basis for future policy. It is very active in monitoring all planning applications and
making representations to the authorities on planning issues and has undertaken initiatives to promote
citizenship education in local schools. It has held six exhibitions, planted trees, restored the
It has also
churchyard railings and financed tree-ring dating of some buildings in the High Street.
produced surveys of trees, seats and playground equipment, provided a plaque by the mass grave of
victims of enemy action in Mount Noddy cemetery and presented seats in memory of leading former
members to Sackville College and the High Street. It has published a book of reminiscences, three
sets of postcards reproducing old photographs and three town trails (one of them also in French) and,
with the Town Council, established the now independent Town Museum.
The Society is registered as a charity (no.257870) and is a member of the Federation of Sussex
Amenity Societies. A copy of its constitution is available on request.
The strength of such a Society lies in the extent to which it can be seen to represent public opinion;
the larger the membership the greater the influence. The subscription is £10 p.a., renewable on I
January every year (except by those joining on or after 1 October). By signing a Gift Aid form
Persons
standard rate income tax payers can increase its value by 28% at no cost to themselves.
wishing only to receive the Bulletin can do so at a special rate of £5 per calendar year, payable in
advance to the Editor (address on cover).
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THE BULLETIN OF THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY

No. 81 (Winter 2003-04)

EDITORIAL
In essence this issue is the same as usual: another of the tree-ring dated buildings, further
research into the dimly-seen past, more reminiscences, notices of recent publications. In substance
it continues to offer something fresh: a hitherto unresearched area subjected to scrutiny, another
welcome new contributor (Canon Cousins), some amends for comparative neglect of Forest Row.
The editor hopes he continues to give satisfaction, and therefore values feed-back from readers,
whether praising or criticising, correcting or supplementing, offering contributions or making
suggestions. Ultimately posterity will be his judge but he can receive and re-act to communications
only from the living.
COVER PICTURE: The High Street showing, left to right, Sackville House, Amherst House (the
subject of an article on pp. 10-12 below), no.66, Dorset House and the Dorset Arms, drawn by Leslie
W. Rowsell and published as a postcard. Nothing more is known about the artist but perhaps
readers can tell us something.
TWENTY FIVE YEARS AGO: Bulletin 26 (May 1979) reported the success of twelve of our
proposals for additions to the statutory list of buildings of architectural or historic interest and the
development of the Society's junior section: 20 of them in the 11-18 age range. We supported the
campaign against a second terminal at Gatwick, were working with the Boxing Club on plans for the
conversion of the disused chapels in the Queens Road cemetery and had protested at the proposed
down-grading of our lire station to part-time status. Mr P.D. Wood contributed a tenth anniversary
review of our successes and failures in amenity matters, while his father, Mr Raymond Wood, was
honoured with an obituary, a memorial fund to provide a bench seat for the quadrangle at Sackville
College, and printing a detailed article he had written on the Hackenden Brickyard. There was also
an article on the Gatehouse and Dovecotes in Dunnings Road and a note on the Sussex Arms.
BULLETIN 80 (Autumn 2003), p.14: Mr David Gould, who regularly supplies what the editorial
above desires, points out that Gwen's decision to go almost all the way to Portsmouth by bus, via
Brighton, thence to Netley by train, rather than rail all the way, may have been because in 1946 all
East Grinstead's trains were steam-hauled; many people preferred 'clean' buses to 'dirty' trains.
AS OTHERS SAW US (21): FOREST ROW: 'Forest Row in these days is, I fear, a mess.
First the railway and then the car have exploited its situation on the very edge of Ashdown Forest and
not much more than thirty miles from London. The few old cottages in its climbing street have
been cluttered up with unplanned unrestricted building. Some of the houses are very handsome, for
we are here on the fringes of what is sometimes called Stockbrokerland and money has not been
spared. But the general effect is dolefully suburban, especially to those who remember the older,
quieter place.'- Sheila Kaye-Smith (1887-1956), Weald of Kent and Sussex (1953), p. 89.
AS WE SAW OURSELVES (11): FOREST ROW: See p.13 below.
FELESMERE: While writing the article overleaf I realised, with shame and horror, that I have been
consistently and erroneously writing the name of the Domesday Book holding Felesmere as
'Feismere' both in these pages and elsewhere. I will endeavour to take more care in future. M.J.L.
HOUSE-NAMING: Mrs Dann, who made available the verses reproduced on p.13 below, tells us
that her house at Forest Row, Redmay, is so called after her husband's initials, R.E.D., her first name,
MAY, and the presence of a red May tree in the grounds.
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THE FELD

M.J. Leppard

In c.1 150 Richer de Aquila confirmed to Lewes Priory all the lands which it had of the fee of
the Count of Mortain, including 'the land of la Felde'.' It is clear from other records that this land
was in East Grinstead, and a clue to its location is given by the name Feibridge, 'the bridge by the
feld'. The object of this article is to define it more precisely by discussing the available evidence.
The Old English word feld denotes open, cleared, unenclosed land (the same as the South
African Veldt; not the same as our modem meaning offield), easily contrasted with the wooded
wald, weald or wild which prevailed on the eastern side of East Grinstead and which has already been
discussed elsewhere in our pages. 2 As an element in local place-names feld is first found in 1086,
the Domesday Book holding of Felesmere, which seems to mean 'pond at the feld' and which I have
suggested corresponds to imberhorne (perhaps combined with Healdeleya). 3 Imberhorne was given
to Lewes Priory in c.1100 (and Healdeleya in c.1103 -06) 4 , so it is almost certain that what Richer de
If
Aquila is confirming in c. 1150 is one or both of these gifts under an older or alternative name.
not, then we have to assume that a previous gift of the Feld escaped the records.
In the next century the
The name Feibridge is first recorded, as Feltbruge, in c.1135-54. 5
priory's chartulary records some grants of land from the Feld or Feldlond, apparently already
18 acres 'upon la Feidlond' to Warn le Bat in c.1258 and 'a field
enclosed for cultivation:
It also
[campum, a field in our sense] of the land of la Feidlond' to Walter le Fyke in 1275.6
records a gift from William son of Jordan 'de solo' [a slip for de Molario or Molendino, 'of the
Mill'] in 1260 of 3 acres which he formerly held of the priory to John Kent(e)wine and Kent(e)wine's
gift of 3Y2 acres [the same property] to the priory in c.1268-74. 7 From evidence to be discussed
later this small field can be concluded to be the one granted to Walter le Fyke in 1275 and known by
the 16th century, with his name preserved, as Fickfield, 3 acres in area. Its eastern bound is given
in c.1260 as 'the land of Pykenot of la Feld' and in c.1268-74 as 'the land of William de la Dene in la
Feldiond'. Picknotts and the Dene will be discussed with the 16th century evidence.
Before that, however, it should be noted that there was already a family named from the Feld,
starting with Edwin de la Feld in c.1 160, when Robert the Frenchman gave the priory 10 acres of
land before Edwin's gate. 8 There then follow, in the chartulary and in other records (which for the
purposes of this article do not need to be spelt out) several mentions of seven others, nearly always
associated with Imberhorne: Walter (1255-c.1270), William (1268-1302), John (1287), Richard
(1287-96), Simon (1296), William (1327-32, and his heirs 1349) and Robert (1332).
For the final third of the 16th century and the first few years of the 17th we are fortunate to
have three surveys of the manor of Imberhome which enumerate holdings, tenants and rents, usually
with acreage. Together they enable us to locate the properties mentioned in paragraph three above
and to add to them some others whose entries indicate some connection with the Feld:
1567 (East Sussex Record Office, Sackville MS M30), which I have not seen for myself but of which
Mr L.E.W. Cole has kindly given me a summary. Each tenant's holding is detailed but no bounds
are given.
1597/98 The Buckhurst Tether, epitomised by Ernest Straker and published as the Sussex Record
Society's vol.39 in 1933. This survey of all the properties of Sir Thomas Sackville, Lord
Buckhurst, gave bounds, in most cases, and included maps, not all of which survived into the 20th
century. Fields within each holding are not always listed and bounds often retain the names of
earlier holders, as can be confirmed by comparing it with the survey of 1567.

'5
1615 (East Sussex Record Office, AMS 5909/11) covering only the customary [copyhold] lands but
for each of them giving not only the bounds but also the constituent fields and their relationship to
each other.
There is also a survey of the customary lands, which I know only from an undated
transcription by W.H. Hills currently in my keeping, of the first property, Wareland, and which Mr
P.D. Wood identified as from the British Library's Harleian MS 2192, f. 1.
It seems to belong
between the 1597/98 survey and that of 1615.
I have not pursued it further because for the
purposes of this article and its map the additional details are unlikely to contribute significantly.
Mr Wood used the 1597/98 survey to map the demeanes of the manor of Imberhorne 9 and did
a great deal of unpublished work on mapping that manor's freehold and copyhold lands and the other
East Grinstead places covered by the survey' 0. It did not give enough detail, however, for him to
plot to his satisfaction the holdings mapped in this article, which has been possible for me only
thanks to the more informative survey of 1615, which he knew but did not work on so intensively.
All those whose names associate them with the Feld lie east of the demeanes but I have not tried to
map any other holdings in that area. From what results, I believe, we can form an idea of the
original Feld's wider extent.
In an ideal world some relevant field-names would have survived long enough to be listed in
the tithe survey of 1841, but for our area of concern here almost all the fields either have run-of-themill names of the Four Acres type or they are not accorded any names at all. The tithe map,
however, provides an ideal base for illustrating this article owing to its predating the railway and the
consequent spread of housing and to its somewhat diagrammatic representation. I am yet again
grateful to Mr David Gould for creating the map (overleaf), which outlines the holdings discussed but
not the un-named fields listed within them. Some modern names, in square brackets, assist in
getting one's bearings.
A good starting point is the tenement at Ware, the main constituent of which is called Claye
Pitt in 1567, part of a tenement at Ware and Claypitt in 1597/98, and Wareland in 1615. The first
field itemised in 1615 is 'A Howse or tenement at Ware now turned into Almshowses', 6 acres 2
roods in extent. These structures were investigated by the charity commissioners in 1835, are
shown on the tithe map and survived until August 1965, to be replaced by the Open University's
office block. W.H. Hills gives a description and account but confuses them with the almshouses in
Church Lane founded in the early 16th century and a bequest of 1579.11 The final item, 'a meadow
called Cleypitts alias Cleypreds', bounded on the east by Mr Aifray's lands (not Gullege, the family
home, but Alfreys' 2), was still being worked, first for brickmaking and then for Foster's Pottery, right
up to the second world war. 13
In 1567 and 1597/98 Feltfield or Malifield is 'part of a tenement at Ware', in 1615 simply
Felte Field, south of John Goodwin's Wareland. In 1597/98 his Weilmeade is its eastern
neighbour, perhaps named from a well in our sense, perhaps from the older meaning, 'spring', for it
very likely holds the source of the tributary shown flowing west. Feltfield obviously incorporates
the wordfeld. For Mailfield I have as yet no explanation.
Picknetts Field is also 'part of the tenement at Weare' in 1597/98, simply Picknett Croft in
1567, and Picknotts Croftes, three parcels of meadow, in 1615. The area it occupies is evident from
the bounds given but not so precise as to enable me to distinguish it from a different tenant's

Picknette Field (1 567)/Picknock Field (1597/98), which is always associated with Pulters or Mercers
The latter was in 'diverse parcels', some at North End and
(and not specifically named in 1615).
some in the corner site outlined on the map, hence its agglomeration of all these holdings within one
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general border.
In 1567 another 'tenement at Picknetts' was one of the constituents of what the
later surveys simply list as Combe, way off the area mapped here. The latter is possibly the same
as the 'land of John Boteler called Pykenotes' west of 'Donnyngesfeld' [Dunnings Farm, south of our
Dunnings Mill] in a grant of 1469. 14 Pykenot of la Feld has already been noted in c.1260, east of
(but not necessarily adjoining) what became known as Fickfield. Juliana and Richard Pykenot
appear in the subsidy roll for 1327 and Richard 'Pykemt' (surely a misreading?), a villein of the prior
of Lewes, in that for 1332.15 It seems that the family gave name either to several widely scattered
small holdings or, perhaps more likely, to a large area which was subsequently portioned out and its
components in most cases given new names of their own.
Ware had earlier given rise to a personal name. The wife of Geoffrey ate Ware was fined
4d. in the Hundred court in 128516, William ater Ware appears in the subsidy roll in 1296, and
Matilda atte Ware, a villein of the prior of Lewes, in the 1332 and 1337 subsidies' 7, all three in the
tithing of Imberhorne. The only meaning I can propose, and that tentatively, is 'weir', in which
case the original Ware must have stretched further west down to the mill and the mill pond. These
interpretations seem to be supported by the fact that a property called the Old Ware or Old Ware
Brook is mentioned in deeds of 1606 and 161818, south of Hurst and Clayes and therefore just south
east or south west of the bridge marked in the bottom left-hand corner of the map.
The bounds of the tenement at De(a)ne as given in 1615 show that it lay west of the Ware
and ran down to the mill pond and 'Brookside', i.e. to the bottom of today's Brookiands Park.
It
contained a 'way from the heath' [the Common, to be discussed later].
Anyone familiar with the
area will understand why it was named the Deane, a word meaning valley.
In the deed of 1606
cited above it is 'lands of John Cole called Copyhold' and, despite the fact that nearly every other
holding around was also copyhold, the farm into which it developed became known as Killicks and
Copyhold, a name first noted in 1808 on the Ordnance Survey preliminary map of the parish.
Copyhold Road preserves its memory and helps indicate its extent. The mill, separately itemised in
the surveys, and the pond are not plotted on the map with this article because they did not survive
long enough to figure on the tithe map or any other large-scale one. Nevertheless it is obvious from
the topography whereabouts they must have been.
Local topography also explains the frustrating fact that the surveys also record another Deane,
some distance from this one, while another existed at the same time adjoining College Lane, still
testified to in house-names there and the road Lower Dene. An entry in the Lewes Chartulary,
dated 1302, may indicate a fourth but could be taken to refer to the one being considered here:
Robert de Farlegh's receipt from the prior for 'a piece of land called Imberhornelond lying over
against le Dene which is common of Grinsted, between the land of William Curthous and the land of
William de Telltherst ... It shall be lawful for the Prior and Convent to have control of the said lands
as they used to do in the time of Richard de la Dene, bondsman of the said Prior and Convent, who
has given up the lands ... for my use'. 19 If this land is indeed between Courthouse (in the northern
angle of Hazelden crossroads) and Tilkhurst (to its north-west) then it cannot be the same one but if
'lying over against' means 'facing in the direction of then possibly it is. In the light of the
discussion of the Common (below), its being 'common of Grinsted' may imply that it is or had been
part of the Feld.
This document also introduces us to the family named from the Dene, not only Richard in its
text but also John at Je Dene, one of its witnesses. Altogether eight members are known, most of
them in more than one record, from c.l 160 to 1469, but their relevance to this article must be
uncertain, though William de hi Dene east of what became known as Battsfield (discussed below) in
1258 and north of what became known as Fickfield in c.1260, both part of la Feldlond 20, should be

noted. Possibly they acquired several holdings scattered across the manor, as confusing for us as
the places named Deane.
Batts (1567) or Batt(e)sfeild (1597/98 and 1615), by contrast, is readily located from bounds
As late as 1824 Rats Fields with Mauls was
This must
entered in the draft church rate book", Mauls being the adjacent Malifield or Feitfield.
It is a complication that in
be the 18 acres which the priory granted to Warin le Bat in 1258.22
c.1260, in a document to which he was a witness, his land is said to be west of what became known
as Fickfield.23 Of course he could have held other land elsewhere in the manor, though Fickfield's
western neighbour was the demeanes. A later Warin le Bat appears as a resident in the borough
[the town] in 128724, 1296 and 1327, in the latter year along with Henry Bat 25. There is no reason,
however, that a townsman could not have held copyhold land in the manor of Imberhorne.
in the surveys and the deed of 1606 cited earlier.

Fickfield has already been sufficiently dealt with, but it should be noted that seven other
references to the eponymous Walter le Fyke (once Vyke) are known, from c. 1260 to 1296, when be
too is taxed in the borough. Further details are not relevant to this article but mention should be
made of his probable relative Adam le Vexe, a tanner in Imberhorne tithing in 1287.
Finally, and most obviously, there is the tenement at Feilde (1567) or Fellands (1597/98 and
1615), always coupled with the adjacent Chapmans, i.e. Feld or Feidland pure and simple, and with
clearly identifiable bounds, including the way to Imberhorne on the north. Chapmans, which must
preserve the name of an earlier tenant, gave us our name Chapmans Lane, which I have been unable
to trace any earlier than the street map in the 1951 official town guide. At that date it was still
universally called Imberhorne Lane. Those who in recent years have ascribed the current name to
its being the route followed by chapmen [pedlars] are misguided as to both historical fact and the
lane's business possibilities.
The names Chapmans Barn Field and Chapmans Barn Mead are found in the tithe award
(fields 2188 and 2189) a little further west and on the northern side of the lane on a site that was part
of the demeanes. This does not have to invalidate my identification, however, for if the Chapmans
of the surveys became the nucleus of a farm (as the Deane did and as is suggested by the occurrence
of Chapmans Farm in Coleman's 1836 Flora of East Grinsteaa 6) then it might well have had its barn
on some other part of its land and have been the obvious candidate for an alternative name for the
lane than a mere field-name would have been.
The evidence assembled, discussed and mapped here points to the conclusion that the Feld
originally stretched all the way from Felbridge to West Hill and the field known as Swan Mead
[Queens Road cemetery etc.], with the western tributary of the river feeding Brook Mill as its
southern boundary and the wide verge of London Road as its northern. Conceivably it also
embraced some or all of the Imberhome lands south of the demeanes, though there are no clues in the
place-names.
It is hard to resist the conclusion that it must also have embraced the whole of the Common,
until the early 19th century a vast triangular open tract bounded by the original line of Lingfield
Road27, the county boundary and London Road as far as Felbridge. The Common therefore
deserves discussion too.
The earliest references date from the 16th century. In 1597/98 it is referred to indifferently
as the Common called the Heath. East Grinstead Common, and (Irinsted Downe, in 1650 as the
Comon or heath and as East Grinstead Heath or Downe 28. The earliest explicit reference I know is
in 1523, in the will of Henry Duffield, 'my house upon the heath ... the mill upon the heath'. 29

Once again, surnames offer earlier evidence: Hugh and John de la Hethe and W. de la Dune appear
as witnesses to a gift in c.1270 3° and John de la Hethe is a surety in l272'. Down or Dune, is the
Old English dun, 'hill, often used of a very slight slope'. 32 In the course of time 'the Common'
ousted Down and Heath here as the standard appellation (contrast Crawley Down and Haywards
Heath), but there is a curious reference, as late as 1855, to 'that cutting through our Down' during the
recent building of the railway from Three Bridges in one of J.M. Neale's sermons at Sackvile
College.33 The railway did not run across the Common (enclosed at least four decades before Neale
spoke) but about halfway down the map illustrating this article and SO, ill have made my case, across
the ancient Feld. His hearers must have been able to understand and visualise where he meant, so
one may wonder if he had picked up the term from them, still a local speech usage then (just as some
people still spoke in the 1940s of the Common to indicate the Lingfield Road area).
For all the indications that the Common must have been part of the Feld, or part of a feld of
which 'the Feld' became a very early designation for so much of it as lay within the manor of
Imberhorne, it must be recognised that in all the relevant documentation the Common is 'appendant
to' the borough of East Grinstead and administered with it, presumably as from the foundation of the
borough in the early 13th century. Unfortunately none of that documentation is earlier than the
mid- 16th century. If the Common was taken out of the Feld, as given in c. 1150, it seems strange
that there is no record of it in the Lewes Chartulary. Alternatively, and perhaps more likely, that
part of the Common might have been in some manor or jurisdiction other than Felesmere or
Imberhorne. (A similar question, which cannot be pursued here, is under what local jurisdiction(s)
the land occupied by the borough lay before its foundation.)
One more complication remains to be mentioned. When Warin le Bat was granted his 18
acres upon la Feidlond in c.1258 he was required not only, as would be expected, to do suit of court
to the Prior at Imberhorne every three weeks but also to do for the Prior suit of court due from the
land of la Feidlond at the court of Dudeleswelle. Duddleswell, on and around Ashdown Forest, is
not mentioned in any other record of Imberhorne or any other part of East Grinstead except in the
vicinity of Forest Row, or elsewhere in the chartulary. Mr C.J. Hobbs, who has studied intensively
the surviving records of that manor, tells me he can throw no light on this obligation, for none of
them dates from such an early period. Speculation, being no more than speculation, is best avoided.
It may be permitted to conclude, however, that at least the demeanes of Felesmere had been
enclosed out of the Feld by 1066 (and those of Imberhome, if different, by c.1 100), and that at least
portions of the remainder of the Feld had been enclosed by c.1150, possibly before.
REFERENCES: E.G. = East Grinstead; E.G.S.B. = E.G. Society Bulletin; E.S.RO. = East Sussex Record Office;
LC(SRS) = L.F. Salzman, The Chartulaiy of the Priory ... of Lewes (S.R.S., vol.3 8, 1932); LC(Cambs) = J.H. Bullock &
W. M. Palmer, The Cambridgeshire portion of the Chartulary of the Priory ... of Lewes (1938); S.R.S. = Sussex Record
Society
3 E.G.S.B. 61 (Spring 1997),
2
E.G.S.B. 65 (Autumn 1998), pp.5f.; 67 (Spring 1999), pp.5f.
LC(S.R.S), p.160)
6
A. Mawer & F.M. Stenton, The place-names of Sussex (1930), p.332
LC(SRS),
pp.5f. ' LC(S.R.S), pp.72f., 119
8
10
LC(SRS), pp. 1 18, 137
9 E.G.S.B.28 ( Spring 1980), pp.4-6
Maps and
LC(SRS), pp.77,78
pp.84, 81f.
papers now in my possession "W.H. Hills, History of E.G. (1906), pp.122-24 12 See E. G.S. B. 22 (Sept. 1977), p.12;
See M. Beswick, Brickmaking in Sussex, a history and gazetteer (1993), p.194 and sources
76 (Spring 2002), p.6
15
16
S.R.S., vol.10, pp.202, 312
Rev. W. Budgen's notebook 110, Sussex
listed there 14 E.S.R.O. SAS D17
17
Archaeological Society library, Barbican House, Lewes
as note 15, pp.34,202, 312 IS E.S.R.O. SAS HA 134 and
LC(SRS), p.78 20 LC(SRS), pp.84, 77, 78 21 West Sussex Record Office PAR 348/4/17 22 LC(SRS),
SAS E 514
pp.83-85 23 LC(SRS), p.77 24 as note 16 25 as note 15, pp.35, 202 26 T.C.G. Rich (ed.), WH. Coleman's Flora
of East Grinstead (1994), p.10

27

See map in E. G.S. B. 77 (Autumn 2002), pp.Sf.

28 Parliamentary Survey (Sussex

3°
29
PCC Bodfelde f.1 I (I owe this information to Mr L.E.W. Cole)
Archaeological Collections, vol.24, p.225)
32
31
A. Mawer, The chief elements used in English place-names (1924),
LC(Cambs), p.18, no.43
LC(SRS), p.79
34 The
Sermons preached in Sackville College Chapel by the late Rev. J.M Neale (ed. of 1872), vol.2, p.61
p.23
mother of Mr Keith Brown for one, as he has told me
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THE SOCIETY'S DENDROCHRONOLOGY PROJECT
So far we have printed an interim summary of the findings of this project (Bulletin 73, Spring
200 1) and more detailed studies of four of the properties surveyed: 7-9-11 High Street (Bulletins 75,
Winter 2001-02, 76, Spring 2002, 77, Autumn 2002 and 80, Autumn 2003), 1-2 Judges Terrace (77),
4 High Street (79, Spring 2003 and 80, Autumn 2003) and 34-40 High Street (80, Autumn 2003).
There follows a more detailed study of 68 High Street from the initial notes for and final report on the
project and as gathered from documentary sources.

68 HIGH STREET (Amherst House)
STRUCTURAL HISTORY, prepared for the survey by the late Peter Gray
68 High Street was built on a 2 rod (33') plot laid out when the borough was founded in the
The
13th century.
Many other buildings in the High Street are on similar plots even today.
narrowness of the plots restricted the builders to hail houses of three bays. In some cases they
chose a two-bay open ball with a single floored end and sometimes a single-bay open hall with both
end bays floored. The builders of no.48 chose the former, presumably for some reason connected
with its use. Here, though, the open hail is notable for its size which, whilst only 12' long,
nevertheless has been subdivided into two bays, one of which is only 4' long. It has a moulded dais
beam, similar in profile to that visible in the cart way of no.48.
NOTE: There is an account by R.T. Mason, published in 1939. Though superseded by Mr Gray's
interpretation, its strictly factual information may still stand, including the photograph, profile of
moulding and plan.' Mason notes a southern extension of the hail and the incorporation of no.66,
its western neighbour, in 1938. (No.66, which Mr Gray suggested was early 16th century, possibly
two shop units2, will not be considered further in this article.) Ed.
DENDROCHRONOLOGICAL

D.H. Miles and M.J. Worthington

A weatherboard
Rafters and tiebeams give felling dates Summer 1369 and Spring 1370.
between the western truss and no.66 dates to 1531, suggesting alterations or repairs at that junction
[or possibly the construction of no.66? Ed.].
DOCUMENTARY

M.J. Leppard

For 68 High Street we are fortunate to have comparatively early and full documentation,
Here, therefore, I will simply
which I have cited and discussed in an article in Bulletin 533
summarise its conclusions, referring readers to it for more detail, including source references.
In 1500 John Brether, a former vicar of East Grinstead, bequeathed to feoffees [trustees] a
burgage and portland which he had by the gift and feoffinent of Thomas Ryngare, the income from
which was to be applied to the uses of the Fraternity of St Katherine. In records of the dissolution
of chantries this appears, at lOs. p.a. rent, as a messuage called Ryngars in 1548 and as a burgage
held by Edward Duffelde in 1549. This must be the burgage and portland owned by Sir Richard
Sackville and occupied by Edward Duffelde in the survey of 1564, which is demonstrably our no.68.
The Duffields were a prominent family in 16th century East Grinstead and several of them
were called Edward, sometimes father and son. The references are so numerous that silence may be
preferable to an inconclusive mass of names, dates and footnotes.
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The Sackvilles evidently soon sold the place, for it is not entered with the rest of the former
Fraternity lands in the Buckhurst Terrier, the survey of all their property in 1 597-98 4 , and it appears
as owned by Robert Tredcrofte and occupied by Ann Lysney, a widow, in the bounds of no.66 in a
deed of that property in 1637. Widow Listney is still there in the borough rental of c.1645 but in
those for 1662 and 1669 Mr Richard Payne and Mrs Anne Payne respectively are the occupants. 6
The titles indicate that they are persons of some social standing. Another deed of no.66 gives Mrs
Katherine Payne as the owner of no.68 in 1683. Four years earlier Katharine Payne, widow, had
been presented for an enclosure before her house with posts, rails and trees. 8 The rental of 1683
names William Relfe as the tenant. 9 Of him nothing seems to be known.
A burgage and portland occupied by Nathaniel Moore gent. is mentioned in the wills of the
Paynes of Newick: Henry in 1708, Robert in 1709, John in 1723 and Charles in 1734. 10 It can be
identified as no.68 from the mention of a burgage late Nathaniel Moore as the eastern neighbour of
Godges [no.66] in a deed of 1747. "
There is then a com1ete absence of information until James Hall is listed as occupant in the
Church ratebook for 1790.1 In a rental of the Duke of Dorset's burgageholds for 1791-92 he is
named again, with Thomas Partington esq. as the burgageholder, at £6 p.a.' 3 in other words, the
duke was the owner, Partington exercised the vote and Hall lived there. By the time a plan for
allocating pews in the new church was drawn up in 1806' Elizabeth Hall can be identified as his
successor, presumably his widow. As a schoolmistress she is mentioned in several sources from
the Universal British Directory for 1794 to a letter dated 12 Dec. 1814 in which John loath informs
her relative William Hall that she 'has been so fortunate as to get a place in Sackville Co Hedge she
teaches School as Usual but sleeps in Colledge ... I think she will fmd it a great Relief in her
declining years" 5. Palmer's rhyming directory of East Grinstead in 1799 specifies that she teaches
'young children A.B.C.', i.e. runs a dame school for the earliest years. In the 1811 draft census
return no.68 is one house occupied by two families, headed by Mrs Hall, schoolmistress, and Langridge, a coachman, consisting in all of five males and three females. 16
;

The tithe award of 1841 gives Earl de la Warr as owner and William Moon as tenant of both
68 and 66. Half century later the 1891 census records William Moon still at no.68, aged 75, born
in East Grinstead, and now a milkman, with his son John, a tailor aged 47, also born here, and John's
48-year old wife Sarah, born in Hackney.
William Moon is mentioned as a tailor in several
sources from Pigot's directory for 1839 to Tully's East Grinstead almanack for 1871.
The Town
Museum has a photocopy of an envelope posted in 1864 addressed to him as 'tailor and milkman'
and a photograph attributed to 1867 showing a signboard 'Moon Tailor' on no.68. Kelly's
directory for 1899 gives Sarah Elizabeth Moon, milk dealer, at no.68 and Edward Steer writing in
that year names John there (and William Thomas, a dairy farmer and driver of Mr Southey's hearse at
no.66). He adds that William Moon had two other sons: William, 'a talented musician, who it is
supposed, found an early grave during the American civil war', and 'Edward' [Edmund in the
censuses], who 'went out to South Africa'. 17 John is still there as a tailor in the 1901 census and in
1909 received a letter from his brother Edmund from Brambletye, South Africa" but once again it is
Sarah Elizabeth Moon, milk dealer, who appears in that year's Kelly's directory. 'J. Moon' is listed
there, tout court, in Dixon's East Grinstead directory for 1916, succeeded by E.G. Moon in the East
Grinstead Civic League and Enquiry Bureau's directory issued in April 1923 and Cullen's 1928 East
Grinstead directory. Kelly's directory for 1934 gives Mrs Alice Moon.
The issue for 1938 has no entry for no.68, no doubt because that year's alterations mentioned
above were by then in progress, presumably at the conclusion of the Moons' one hundred year
occupation. D. McKinnon-Clark is listed in the 1953 East Grinstead directory. The most recent
owners have been Mr D.G. Joyce and the late Mr Bernard Divall, both office-holders in our Society.
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The name Amherst House has not been traced before Mason's 1939 article mentioned above.
Complementing other Sackville-related housePossibly it dates from the building work in 1938.
names elsewhere in the High Street, the inspiration must have been the marriage of the last Duke of
(The other sister, Elizabeth, married George
Dorset's sister Mary to William Pitt, Earl Amherst.
John West, fifth Earl De La Warr - which in the light of information in this article would have been a
more appropriate title for the house-name.) The property was listed grade II in 1946.

REFERENCES: C.K.S. = Centre for Kentish Studies, Maidstone; E.G. = East Grinstead; E.G.O. = E.G. Observer;
E.S.RO. = East Sussex Record Office, Lewes; W.S.RO. = West Sussex Record Office, Chichester
2 MS notes in my possession
' M.J. Leppard, 'A
Sussex Archaeological Collections, vol.80, pp.18,20f.,27
E.S.RO. SAS FB
Brotherhood Hall?', E.G. Society Bulletin 53, pp.5f. ' Published as Sussex Record Society vol.39
10 Rev.
6
CJ( S. U269 E180 ' E.S.R.O. SAS FB 557 8 as note 6 9 W.H. Hills, History of E. G, pp.40f.
G.P. Crawftird, 'Payne of E.G. and Lewes', Miscellanea genealogica et heraldica, 5th series, vol.6 (1926-28), pp.275-78
14 Mr P.D. Wood's notes in my
12 W.S.RO. PAR 348/4/9
13 C.K.S. U269 A100
' E.S.R.O., SAS B 475
15
W.S.R.O. Add Ms 39,854 16 W.S.R.O. PAR 348/26/216 17
possession (original among Hills' MSS in W.S.R.O.?)
serialised in theE.G.O., 1899
E.G.O., 20 March 1909

I am, as ever, indebted to the tabulations and transcriptions of Messrs P.D. Wood and D. Gould for much of
the census and directory information used in this article.
= = = = = = = DENDROCHRONOLOGV PROJECT ARTICLES: ADDENDA =

7-9-11 HIGH STREET EXCAVATIONS (Bulletin 80, pp.6-8)

M. Bastone

It would have enabled the reader to understand better the position of the route to the well via
the side alley within the curtilage if I had said it was bounded on one side by Russell & Bromley's
shoe shop rather than the National Westminster Bank (whose corner merely touches the corner where
the well is located). 'Laura' Gibbs should have been Laurie.

34-40 HIGH STREET (Bulletin 80, pp.9-12)

M.J. Leppard

In summarising Edward Drewe's will I inadvertently misrepresented the relevant provisions.
The Lion. (and other properties, including the manor of Brockhurst) were to be held by Edward Lea
for ten years at a rent of £30, to be paid in half-yearly installments to Edward's widow Agnes and
then to his brother's son Robert Drewe.
I also overlooked the relevance of several deeds in the East Sussex Record Office. In 1670
John Faulconer yeoman leased to John Pickering gent., both of Cuckfleld, the manor of Brockhurst
In view of the Lion's earlier
and two burgages with two parcels of land containing 6 acres.'
connection with Brockhurst and its later connection with 6 acres, these two burgages must be that
In 1700 Elizabeth
property (and widow Bugin's rent arrears must relate to the King's Head).
Swanne, Henry Johnson, Henry Gale and Leonard Gale of Crabbett were involved in an assignment
Gale's one-time ownership,
of land called the Lyon in East Grinstead in trust for Leonard Gale. 2
already noted in the 1827 Dorset Settlement Act, is also recorded in a lease of 1785 from the Duke of
Dorset to Thomas Walley Partington of, inter alia, two burgages called the Red Lyon with 6 acres of
meadow land upon the backside formerly James Levett now widow Head, John Smith, Edward Clark,
Richard Farmer and Richard Austin formerly the estate of Leonard Gale. 3 The 6 acres correspond
to the amalgamated 11 portlands of the earlier records.
Mr Gould points out that James Cooper was 51 in 1871, not 57 as printed.
'AddMSI884 2 N'29 3DeLaWarrMSS336
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AS WE SAW OURSELVES: FOREST ROW
A POT-POURRI ENTITLED 'VILLAGE BLESSINGS'
Everything comes to the Village that waits:
Forest Row has surely been blessed by the fates.
Each year sees improvements in this pretty spot
And though we wish more, just see what we've
got!
A beautiful Golf Course, the pride of the place,
In spite of some players disturbing its face;
Who slam at the ball in their vim and their flurry
Knocking pieces of Sussex right clean into Surrey.
But they're having their sport, so what does it
matter
If the Caddie keeps whistling 'Plough the fields
and scatter'?
Football and Cricket grounds, a fine Bowling
Green,
Where the oldest inhabitants often are seen.
Don't sneer at the Bowlers they're doing their best;
Once they played 'Shove ha'penny' along with the
rest.
There are objects of interest too, to be seen The Brambletye Castle, and our dear Village
Green,
An old ancient fountain, but no water running
(Except in the trough) - can you see the deep
cunning?
No water to drink, and that's why I fear
That when we are thirsty we're driven to beer.
We have very good Schools, a Chapel and Church.
Our Village will never be left in the lurch.
Two very fine Banks, judging from the exteriors
(I've not had occasion to view the interiors).
We've a Post Office, Chemist, and a Village Brass
Band,
Prize winners in contests with the best in the land.
Gramophones, Loud Speakers and other
'Oratorium',
Many fine shops, and Martin's Emporium.
Handsome Garages where once 'twas so bare,
New roads and new footpaths, new stones in the
Square.
Three good Village Inns for women and men,
And a Church clock that chimes out the sad hour of
ten.
A Telephone Booth where you're seen but not
heard
And a cheery newsagent - our own Billy Bird.
Four very good shops where they do Boot Repair
(Main source of their income - those stones in The
Square).
There's a Bookie who collars your shilling each
way

And a Labour Exchange only four miles away;
And unless there's a change in the present position
A shop with Three Brass Balls will come in
addition.
'Trade will improve!' so my newspaper hums,
But I pity the Tallyman when winter comes.
We've a splendid police force, deny it you won't,
Sometimes you see him, and sometimes you don't.
A smart Fire Brigade and a Fire Brigade Station
Adjoining the Cemetery (no insinuation).
And you cannot do better than join our fine Club,
The no one will see you go into a 'Pub'.
So be thankful for these and don't cry for the
moon:
But I've left out the 'Smither's Hair Dressing
Saloon';
Always so clean and attractive and bright,
Good tonsorial treatment whatever your plight;
The Pet of the Ladies is Popular Bob
They hand him a 'Shilling', he gives them a 'Bob'.
Old Farmers come to him from far far away
Who have needed a hair cut for many a day:
But they wait and they wait till they raise a good
'crop'
Then there's Harvest Thanksgiving in Smithers'
Shop.
Bob says I'm his mascot, but I hope in addition
He will not forget my Christmas commission.
Though this rhyming and rhythm might well be
amended,
No offence should be taken where none is
intended.
Forest Row never sleeps, nor could if it would,
The main road night traffic makes that understood.
For Improvement and Progress, Forest Row fights,
'What a virtue is patience!' - We're getting
STREET LIGHTS!
Anonymous verse from the 1920s, made available
by Mrs M Dann
Younger readers may need to be told that a bob
was not only a hairstyle, it was also slang for a
shilling.
Much information on the people and institutions
mentioned will be found in articles in the
periodical Forest Row, Historical Aspects and
Recollections.
As others saw Forest Row - p.3 above
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A SUSSEX WARTIME CHILDHOOD

Canon Philip Cousins

We lived in East Grinstead from 1940 to 1946. 'We' meant my parents, myself and sister
(two years younger than I). We moved to the area because my father's office - the Alliance
Assurance Company - had left London for Kidbrooke Park at Forest Row until hostilities ceased.
We lived at 127 Dunnings Road, Sunnyside, an ordinary little house in a row of four at the
steep bit just before the dip in the road as you went south out of town towards Saint Hill. A lady
called Mrs Sanders lived at 129, a family called Watt were at 125, and at 123 there was a lovely
Sussex family called Coomber, with whom we stayed friends for several years after going back to
Croydon when the war ended. The Coombers taught me delightful dialect words like yaffle, twitten
and trug, and I remember their quaint usage of 'eighteenpence' instead of 'one and six'. Talking of
quaint usage, I also recall something said by Granny Young (the mother of Mrs Watt, who lived with
them at no.125). Granny Young was Scottish and once, when I offered to post a letter for her, she
said 'A thousand thanks to ye, laddie'.
The front garden at no.127 contained a monkey-puzzle tree which I later learnt to call
Brazilian Pine. Is it still there, I wonder. We had of course no car and no telephone. We kept a
pet rabbit in a hutch out the back. We had a green-painted cool-box instead of a fridge. I slept in
the front bedroom and invented the incongruous word 'catechism' for the pattern made on my ceiling
at night by the lights of the occasional passing car.
Our house was almost opposite the little corrugated-iron building of the mission church of St
Barnabas. It was painted green, like our cool-box. Mary, my sister, and I went across the road to
Sunday School presided over by a rather serious Church Army officer called Captain Seddon. In
1944 a new curate arrived called Mr Ridge. He was an older man, having been a Congregational
minister before entering the Church of England, and we liked him. Sometimes we were invited to
tea at his lodgings in St James's Road. I remember once getting excited because I noticed a book
on his shelves entitled A history of the L.MS. I was already a keen railway enthusiast and was
therefore very disappointed to learn that L.M.S. stood for London Missionary Society and not
London, Midland and Scottish! Sadly, Mr Ridge, who was a kind and gentle man, was killed in a
car accident at Henfleld in 1978 some years after retiring from his Preston Park parish. The vicar
of East Grinstead, who presided at the great parish church of St Swithun, was a formidable figure
who hardly ever appeared down our way. He was Dr Guiding-Bird, a great scholar with a string of
degrees and an F.R.G.S. into the bargain, who had been vicar of the parish since 1925 and was a man
of substance in the town. He always dressed in black and we were in awe of him. Mind you, we
only ever went to the parish church for special services. One such was a missionary event which
made a great impression on me and perhaps led indirectly to my going abroad as a priest many years
later. The preacher on that occasion came from India and I got him to write my name in my diary
for me in the Tamil language.
My sister attended a small private school near the cattle-market called Aston House. It was
run by the Misses Olive and Ellen Holt and the girls wore a red uniform. For some reason I went to
the Council School behind the parish church, where the head teacher was Miss Jefford. She lived
with her widowed sister Mrs Baldwin and I remember how thrilled I was to receive a letter from them
years later for my ordination.
A curious word at school, by the way, was the term 'offices' to
describe the lavatories.
We walked to and from school,, of course, and in our innocent way
discussed what we had learned. I remember a moment in Hermitage Lane when I got christened
'Knowledge' by my mates because I seemed to have a better memory for facts of history and
geography. I bet they mentally spelt the word as 'Nolledge'!
There was great excitement when the radio personality Cyril Fletcher came to live in East
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Grinstead.
He was as famous then as pop stars are now, and we used to go round imitating his
catch-phrases and boasting about imaginary sightings of the great man in the town.
We never
actually met him!
It's curious how the war didn't impinge much upon our little minds. We had what I woul;d
call a happy childhood and perhaps our parents shielded us from knowing too much of the horrors of
war. Mother joined the W.V.S. and father the Home Guard - he rose to the dizzy heights of
corporal and once, while patrolling the grounds of St Margaret's convent, got 'arrested' by two
nervous nuns who thought he must be an enemy parachutist! We had a Canadian soldier called
Skidmore billeted on us for a while, and this was not easy in a small house. We heard the siren go
from time to time and got used to it. We called it the 'sireen-oh'. Once I saw a B-17 flying
fortress bomber that had made a forced landing at an emergency landing-strip near Ashdown Forest.
With my father I joined the National Association of Spotters' Clubs and at the age of eight gained a
certificate for proficiency in aircraft recognition - incidentally the first award I had won since coming
third in a beautiful baby contest at Bognor in 1936!
Three things, though, do stand out about the war.
We occasionally saw badly burned
airmen out in the town with their nurses and were vaguely aware that something wonderful was
happening under Sir Archibald Mclndoe at the Queen Victoria Hospital at the far end of town. We
could never, of course, have pronounced the words 'reconstructive surgery'. Then there was the
London Road bomb in 1943 when a Junkers 88 emptied its load over the town - I believe without
realising what was below - and many died in the cinema that was hit. Among them was a girl in
my class called Margaret, and all I can recall was a feeling of numb incomprehension. I think the
response - because it was wartime - was in a sense muted and there wasn't the hysteria one
associates with, say, terrorist bomb outrages today. The third thing about the war was the sinister
whine of the V-i rockets (the doodlebugs) that Hitler began launching against us in 1944. I only
ever saw one once and it landed harmlessly in fields away from the town but it was a sign of the
increasing nastiness of military technology.
How did we children amuse ourselves in those far-off pre-television days? When it snowed
- and it did from time to time in north Sussex - we used home-made sledges to slide down the
sloping fields (not the main road of course). We crawled through some disused drainpipes down by
the mill. We hacked away at a log and pretended we were making a boat that we could row or sail
down the stream. (It never got beyond the drawing board). In the summer we had impromptu
games of cricket in the 'rec' behind Forest View Road. At school the girls played that peculiarly
Sussex game called stoolball which I have never come across anywhere else. We boys had our
Homby clockwork trains and if the weather was good we'd walk down Railway Approach to collect
engine numbers. Although my favourite was to go the other way, out to Kingscote, and sit on the
bank beside the station watching trains. (Decades later I am, not unnaturally, a shareholder of the
Bluebell Railway.) Sometimes, greatly daring, we would stray into the fields and get chased away
by a rather irascible farmer whom we called 'Old 'Arrybum' (a corruption no doubt of his surname).
A special memory that my sister and I have was of being taken to the Sunshine Home for
Blind Babies further along the road towards Saint Hill. We took a toy piano that we wanted to give
to the children there. I hope it stirred within us the beginnings of a charitable instinct and made us
aware of how fortunate we were. I had joined the cubs at Feibridge and I hope that made me
conscious of doing a good turn to others.
The war did end and the 1945 general election took place. As the literature came through
the letter-box from the three main parties I clearly remember my father saying, 'I've a good mind to
stick all three up in the window and one of Winnie over the lot of 'em'. A good place to end!

RECENT PUBLICATIONS

reviewed by the Editor

The latest (?9tb) edition of the district council's MID SUSSEX GUIDE, issued in October, is a
handsome publication with excellent street-maps. The three columns, including two illustrations,
devoted to East Grinstead make good use of the town guide, though not the latest edition, hence the
now untrue statement 'improved bus services link East Grinstead with Gatwick Airport'. Once
again there is no charge, despite increasing budget constraints and higher council taxes.
SUSSEX LIFE, vol.40, no.1 (Jan. 2004) contains a seven-side article by John Stephen, 'The Tudor
Heart: you can feel the history in East Grinstead', a much fuller and more accurate account of the
town today and its history than is usual in such publications. There are a few slips but, on the
evidence of his telephone calls to me when preparing it, I can vouch for the thoroughness of its
author's research. There are some splendid photographs by Mike Hemsley and a further two sides
of mini-interviews with the proprietors of selected privately-owned shops that will be of even more
interest in years to come. [k2.95 in newsagents]
THE FELBRIDGE & DISTRICT HISTORY GROUP's latest 'handouts' include one on Dr
Charles Henry Gatty (November 2003), who played a large part in the life of East Grinstead as well
as a major role in Feibridge in the half century before his death in 1903. Nothing so full has been
published about him before. His diary is quoted but there is no indication where it is kept.
THE WEALDEN IRON RESEARCH GROUP'S NEWSLETTER 38 (Autumn 2003) includes a
short piece on Edward Daniell, a founder of East Grinstead in the 1650s, who operated Scarlets
Furnace at Cowden.
The Autumn 2003 NEWSLETTER of the FRIENDS OF EAST SUSSEX RECORD OFFICE
notes the acquisition of the Hammerwood burial registers for 1880-1971 and estate papers and a
scrapbook of the Martin family of Forest Row.
OUR FIRST POLICE AND POLICE HOUSE: ADDENDA (Bulletin 80,p.13) M.J. Leppard
I omitted to draw attention to the difference between the styles of brickwork on the upper and
lower storeys of the Old Lock Up, as if it had at first been built only one storey high..
The Sussex Weekly Advertiser for 24 December 1844 carried a report, from its (un-named)
local correspondent, Thomas Cramp, of a fire on Saturday 21. In his diary, under Sunday 22,
thirteen-year old William Lambert wrote an account that highlights the role of 'our policeman',
unfortunately not named, and in the newspaper not even mentioned, but perhaps William Kennard:
'This is for Friday Saturday This morning at between 3 & 4 oClock the house of M 1 Smith at
the upper end of the town near the toll Gate was set on fire by a woman of the name of MIS
Lamton It appears that a child of Mt Knight a lodger had been dangerously ill & she set up
with him & she was a going to give him some food when she set the curtains on fire & it was
thought it would be dangerous but fortunately it was brought under with but not without
injury MrS Smith was so active in putting the fire out /the smoke overpowered her/ that she fell
down insensible & but for the efforts of our policeman she would have been a corpse before a
long time Mr Cramp, /M1 & M Charlwood/ Iohn Fowle & James & Onesimus Paul along
with the policeman assisted a great deal & by their efforts the fire was got under in time'
The town did not have a fire brigade until 1863, hence the policeman's leading role.

